When a Dirac semimetal is subject to a circularly polarized laser, it is predicted that the Dirac cone splits into two Weyl nodes and a nonequilibrium transient state called the Floquet Weyl semimetal is realized. We focus on the previously unexplored low frequency regime, where the upper and lower Dirac bands resonantly couples with each other through multi-photon processes, which is a realistic situation in solid state ultrafast pump-probe experiments. We find a series of new Weyl nodes emerging in pairs when the Floquet replica bands hybridize with each other. The nature of the Floquet Weyl semimetal with regard to the number, locations, and monopole charges of these Weyl nodes is highly tunable with the amplitude and frequency of the light. We derive an effective low energy theory using Brillouin-Wigner expansion and further regularize the theory on a cubic lattice. The monopole charges obtained from the low-energy Hamiltonian can be reconciled with the number of Fermi arcs on the lattice which we find numerically.
Introduction: Weyl semimetals (WSM) and Dirac semimetals (DSM) have emerged as one of the most exciting new class of three-dimensional topological materials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] with a gapless and linearly dispersing bulk spectrum allowing for a realization of Weyl fermions. Since the Weyl nodes in a lattice always occur in pairs of opposite chiralities [7] , they act as monopoles and anti-monopoles of Berry flux. Consequently, WSMs have topological surface states whose Fermi surfaces originate and terminate at Weyl nodes of opposite chiralities leading to open Fermi arcs [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The non-trivial topology of WSMs leads to various exotic electromagnetic responses like the condensed matter realization of the chiral anomaly [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , chiral magnetic effect, [23, 24] and negative magnetoresistance [19, 25, 26] . Although WSM materials have been discovered recently, [13] [14] [15] [27] [28] [29] it is extremely desirable to posses the capability of tuning their properties with regard to the number and nature of Weyl nodes. It is known that WSM can be generated out of a DSM when time-reversal (TRS) and/or inversion symmetries are broken [2, [30] [31] [32] . While the former separates the Weyl nodes in momentum, the latter separates them in energy.
Recently, time periodic modulations of topologically trivial systems, often realized via light-matter interaction, have emerged as an interesting way of obtaining topological phases, often richer than their static counterparts [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] and effects of interaction and disorder have also been explored [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . Such protocols have also been complemented with their experimental realizations. [52, 53] In the same spirit, one expects to generate a threedimensional topological WSM from its trivial parent, a Dirac semimetal (DSM) by subjecting it to time-periodic fields [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . An appealing way of breaking TRS in the context of solid state experiments is to subject DSM materials like Na 3 Bi and Cd 3 As 2 [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] to circularly polarized laser (CPL). Such a system is described by a Hamiltonian periodic in time and hence can be studied using Floquet theory [65] [66] [67] . Analysis of the Floquet quasienergy spectrum reveals a new Floquet WSM phase born out of the DSM, in which the number, location, and nature of the Weyl nodes are tunable with the amplitude and frequency of CPL. Previously, such a system has been studied within the framework of high-frequency Floquet-Magnus expansion. [68, 69] The focus of this work, however, is the much richer and experimentally relevant regime, namely the situation where the frequency of the CPL is much less than or comparable to the bandwidth of the parent DSM. In this regime, Floquet replica, i.e. photon dressed states, will cross, hybridize with and repel each other. As a consequence, besides the two Weyl nodes born out of the original Dirac cone, we find a series of infinite number of Weyl nodes emerging from the Floquet replicas. They have nontrivial monopole charges, and as the CPL amplitude is increased, they move and pairwise annihilate as they approach those with opposite monopole numbers (see Fig. 1 for example) .
We derive effective low-energy Hamiltonians for these new Weyl nodes using Brillouin-Wigner expansion [70] [71] [72] and deduce their monopole charges. Similar to the static case, Floquet Fermi arcs are generated between the Weyl nodes and their degeneracy is related to the monopole number of the Weyl nodes. These results are verified by regularizing our theory on a lattice, and numerically computing the number of Fermi arcs in a system with open boundaries. Our findings can be experimentally realized using time resolved ARPES or ultrafast pump-probe measurements which we will explain in the end.
Spectrum of the Floquet WSM: Floquet theory reduces the solution of the Schrödinger equation for a time periodic Hamiltonian H(t + T ) = H(t) with T = 2π/Ω, FIG. 1. Evolution of the Floquet quasienergy spectrum on increasing laser amplitude A. Weyl points generated from the n = 0 and n = ±1 sectors at finite A meet and annihilate at A/Ω = 0.5.
to an eigenvalue problem for a time-independent, but infinite dimensional, Hamiltonian (for a review see [73] ). The infinite dimensional Floquet Hamiltonian, H F , has blocks of the general form
where n, m ∈ Z. The diagonal block H F n,n corresponding to the n-photon sector, is equal to the time averaged Hamiltonian over a period H We start with a continuum low energy description of the DSM described by the Hamiltonian
where M is the mass and c the Fermi velocity of the DSM . The CPL propagating along theẑ, described by the gauge field A(r, t), is assumed to have a wavelength much larger than the width of the DSM alongẑ. Further, since the magnetic field of the CPL is negligible compared to the electric field, the rdependence can be neglected, which reduces the form of the gauge field to A(t) = A{cos(Ωt), sin(Ωt), 0}, where E = AΩ is the amplitude of the electric field and Ω is the frequency of the CPL. The continuum time-dependent Hamiltonian describing the DSM subjected to CPL can then be obtained via minimal coupling between H DSM and A(t) as
In the following, we use natural units with = 1 = e = c and also set the mass M of the DSM to zero. The Floquet Hamiltonian corresponding to H(t) (2) can be obtained using Eq. (1) as
and H F n = 0 ∀|n| > 1, where γ ± = (γ 1 ± ıγ 2 )/2. To obtain the Floquet quasienergy spectrum, i.e., the eigenvalues ε of the Floquet Hamiltonian, H F is truncated to include a finite number of photon processes and numerically diagonalized. The quasienergy spectrum reveals an exotic Floquet WSM phase, where the number and locations of the Weyl nodes can be tuned via A and Ω as shown in Fig. 1 . In the absence of CPL (A = 0), the Floquet quasienergy spectrum consists of a doubly degenerate Dirac cone at k = 0 and quasienergy ε = 0. Additionally, the gap between the Floquet replicas of the spectrum from the ±n-photon sectors closes on the hypersphere |k| = nΩ at ε = 0. A finite A causes the Dirac cones at k = 0 to hybridize with each other, and similarly the doublydegenerate gapless hyperspheres at |k| = nΩ. Each of these split into two Weyl nodes, lying on the k 3 -axis. On increasing A, the Weyl nodes move along k 3 , such that they eventually merge and annihilate each other, resulting in a gapped spectrum. The global picture is shown in Fig. 2 
(a)-(b) via the trajectories of the Weyl nodes.
It is important to note that, although the continuum theory is scale-invariant because of its linear dispersion, leading to any Ω being resonant, it correctly describes the physics of a lattice regularized theory only close to k = 0 within the region where the linear approximation for the DSM spectrum sin |k| ∼ |k| holds. The spectrum of a DSM on a lattice would have a bounded spectrum with a finite bandwidth. The resonant regime in this case, unlike the high-frequency limit, allows for hybridization between the n = ±1 Floquet replicas [74] resulting in additional Weyl nodes as shown for small Ω/Ω 0 values in Fig. 2(b) . It can be estimated that the continuum theory correctly captures the resonances between upto ±n-photon sectors as long as Ω is small enough such that sin(nΩ) ∼ nΩ. Having established that the resonant limit of the Floquet WSM indeed leads to new Weyl nodes from resonances between higher photon sectors, we now obtain effective low-energy Hamiltonians for these new Weyl nodes originating from the hybridization of n = ±1 Floquet replicas, i.e. near k 3 ±Ω, to leading order in A.
Effective theory for the emergent Weyl nodes: The Weyl nodes that are created in the Floquet replica bands have nontrivial monopole numbers and we can construct their effective theories using the Brillouin-Wigner (BW) expansion, where the details can be found in the supplementary material [75] . We note that this method is equivalent to the Green's Function Decimation (GFD) technique [76, 77] which has also been applied to study Floquet states in graphene [74] .
Here, we demonstrate this for the first Weyl node pairs created by hybridization of the n = ±1 Floquet replicas that are resonant at k 3 Ω and k 1,2 = 0. The derivation is done by projecting the infinite-dimensional Floquet Hamiltonian (3) onto the relevant photon sectors that participate in the resonance. Their effective coupling is derived up to leading orders in A by projecting out other photon sectors. Given the eigenvalue problem n (H F m,n − δ m,n mΩ)|Ψ n = ε|Ψ m , we aim to reduce it to an eigenvalue problem n H BW m,n P |Ψ n = εP |Ψ m in a smaller Hilbert space. P is the projection operator to the n = ±1 subspace, P m,n = δ m,1 δ n,1 + δ m,−1 δ n,−1 and the sum is restricted to this space. The BW Hamiltonian depends on the exact eigenvalue ε and up to A 2 it is expressed as
0.9 1.0 with s = ±1. By using the basis diagonal in both H F 0 and γ 5 , one can further project out the irrelevant states far from ε = 0, and replace ε with an explicit form obtained by an expansion in A. The effective Hamiltonian so obtained has the same block diagonal structure as obtained from GFD and the two blocks are given by
where k ± = k 1 ± ik 2 and σ ± = σ1±iσ2 2
. The Weyl points appear at
which agree with the numerical results as shown in Fig. 3 . Eq. (5) further implies that the monopole charges are +1 and +3. One can generalize this discussion to k 3 ∼ nΩ with ±n-photon sectors, where the off diagonal term is proportional to A n (k 2n∓1 + σ + + h.c.) to leading orders in A implying monopole numbers of 2n ∓ 1. In the negative k 3 < 0 side, we obtain Weyl nodes with −2n±1 monopole numbers, and the pair annihilation shown in Fig. 2 occurs between those with opposite monopole numbers. We note that similar nodal states with nontrivial winding were studied in the two dimensional problem as well [78] .
Emergent Fermi arcs and lattice effects: In a system with open boundary conditions, the monopole charge of the Weyl nodes can then be deduced from the change in the number and chirality of the Fermi arcs edge states across the Weyl nodes. Equivalently, a WSM can be viewed as a momentum-space stack (along k 3 in this case) of two-dimensional Chern insulators with a k 3 dependent mass, where the Weyl nodes serve as points of topological phase transitions leading to a change in the Chern number and hence in the number of edge states. In order to reconcile the number of edge states with the monopole charges of the Floquet Weyl nodes, we regularize our continuum theory on a four-orbital cubic lattice and study the quasienergy spectrum of with open boundary conditions along x but periodic along y and z.
Here, using a four orbital fermion operator Ψμ, we consider a lattice model
(ıΨ † r γ 0 γ µ Ψ r+μ e −ıA(t)·μ + h.c.). (7) as a regularized version of the DSM in CPL incorporated as a time-dependent Peierl's substitution. In momentum space, it reduces to
(1), the components of the Floquet Hamiltonian for the lattice system becomes . This is manifested in the number of the Fermi arcs changing by one across this Weyl point as shown in the regions corresponding to the blue circle and the orange and purple triangles in Fig 4. Regularizing the theory on a C − 4 symmetric lattice essentially leads to four additional Weyl points with charges +1 branching out away from the k 3 -axis such that their net charges and that of the one on the k 3 -axis sum to −3 which is shown in Fig. 5 . A simple counting of edge states in Fig. 4 also shows that that the monopole charges of the Weyl nodes generated from the n = ±2-photon sector are ±3.
Conclusions: To summarize, we have derived an effective low energy theory for a Floquet WSM obtained by subjecting a DSM to CPL. We especially focused on the Weyl points originating from the Floquet replica in the resonant limit. We found that tuning the frequency or the amplitude of the CPL can move these Weyl points such that they can merge and annihilate in pairs. We also found that such a Floquet WSM allows for Weyl points of higher monopole charges, which we finally reconciled by numerically studying the number of Fermi arcs on a lattice system.
The annihilation process of Weyl nodes is experimentally accessible. The Fermi velocity of the DSM Cd 3 As 2 is 1.5 × 10 6 m/s. [63] If a mid infrared laser with photon energy Ω = 0.2 eV is used, the pair annihilation taking place at A/Ω = 0.5 can be achieved at E 0.2 MeV/cm. Our results can potentially be verified using time resolved ARPES, as it has already been successfully performed in [52, 53] to obtain the Floquet replicas in Bi 2 Se 3 . Supplementary material for "Emergent Weyl nodes and Fermi arcs in a Floquet Weyl semimetal" Leda Bucciantini, Sthitadhi Roy, Sota Kitamura, and Takashi Oka
BRILLOUIN WIGNER EXPANSION
In this section we will derive the effective Hamiltonian following the Brillouin Wigner Expansion. The BrillouinWigner expansion reduces an eigenvalue problem
in the extended Hilbert space to an eigenvalue problem in a smaller Hilbert space, obtained by applying a projection operator P on a certain model space, i.e.
Here we are interested in the low energy structure due to the n = ±1 photon sectors, so that we take P as P n,m = δ n,1 δ m,1 + δ n,−1 δ m,−1 .
To derive the Brillouin-Wigner Hamiltonian in a series form, let us first divide the original Hamiltonian into two [79] . By applying Q n,m = δ n,m − P n,m on Eq.
(S1), one obtains
Here we have suppressed the suffices. This equation reads a recursive equation for an eigenvector |u ,
Then, by acting with P (H F − N Ω) on (S4) one can extract P |u
which implies, comparing with (S2), that the effective Hamiltonian H BW on the subspace identified by the projector P is
We will then apply it to the present DSM system driven by the CPL. With the chiral representation, the Floquet components can be written as
and H One can further transform the basis to diagonalize H F n,n by,
as
where g = sgnk 3 .For the present choice of P , H BW can be explicitly written as
Here we have used H 2 n,n = k 2 . With the basis diagonal in H F n,n , we obtain
One can further project out high-energy states with ε = ±(|k| + Ω) + O(A 2 ) by repeating the same procedure. Then we obtain two Hamiltonians for Γ = ±1 as
and by using ε 2 = (|k| − Ω) 2 + O(A 2 ) and ε1 2 = H eff , finally one obtains
(S13) By imposing that the vanishing of the σ i coefficients in the two previous Hamiltonians and retaining the meaningful solutions, we obtain the positions of the Weyl points as in Eq. (8) 
One can calculate the monopole charge from the Chern number for fixed k 3 and its jump at the Weyl point; it yields C = 2g − Γ = +g, +3g.
CORRECTIONS TO EFFECTIVE LOW ENERGY THEORY FOR A LATTICE
In this section we discuss how the regularization on a cubic lattice affects the Weyl points emerging near k 3 ±Ω. 
While Eq. (S24) has multiple solutions in the large ε region, it is an artifact due to the truncation of the nonlinear correction. Fig. S1 shows the trajectory of the Weyl points on the k 1 -k 3 plane when Ω is varied, calculated with higher order corrections. It is natural to expect that these four Weyl points have the same monopole charge, and then it is consistent with the continuous limit Ω → 0 if they have C = +g: In this limit Eq. (S24) has a solution cos θ → −Γ if Γ = −g, thus these Weyl points marge with that lying on the k 3 axis (with C = Γ = −g). The merged Weyl point has a monopole charge (+g) × 4 + (−g) = +3g, as predicted in the continuous model.
